Range Reopening on the downside of coronavirus COVID-19
6 foot SOCIAL DISTANCING REQUIRED at ALL TIMES
Do not enter without wearing a face mask, required at all times
RULES:
======
 Range will operate on Monday and Tuesday nights and Sunday afternoons,
5 relays on the hour & half hour first @ 7pm last @ 9pm with 4 shooters per relay
On Sundays, on the hour and half hour first @ 1pm last @ 4pm with 4 shooters per relay
 Action Shooting, Bullseye Juniors Rifle & Basic Pistol Classes suspended
 no range safety checkouts
 no public until situation stabilizes
 no guests until situation stabilizes
 no target sales until situation stabilizes to minimize personal contact
 BRING YOUR OWN > members must be wearing face mask prior to entering

readyroom and kept on at all times (you will be asked to leave if enter range w/o mask or
remove once inside)
 BRING YOUR OWN > members must provide own face mask & gloves

(take used masks and gloves with you when leaving)
 BRING YOUR OWN > members must provide own eyes, ears & targets.

(loaner headset or safety glasses no longer available, targets not for sale)
 minimize number of members in the ready room @ a time
 no hanging out in the readyroom, before, during or after shooting
 only 4 shooters utilizing only even # ports per relay, odd # ports blocked off
 initially a shooting wait list, setup in 30 minute blocks (20 shooting 5 setup/cleanup 5

relay change) only sign up for one 30 minute block, @ end of 30 minute block if slot
available may signup for next time block, not before, relay signup sheet will have a
notice that new waiver must be signed on both sides everytime shooting for the
foreseeable future.
 there will be sanitizer spray and paper towels in the ports. Please use sanitizer spray and

paper towel both BEFORE and AFTER you shoot, don’t forget the target crank handle.
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RELAY SIGN UP LIST:
==================
1. don’t bring your shooting gear in to sign up for a time slot
2. one member @ a time enters readyroom to sign up for a one time slot (we are not
assigning ports, luck of the draw) in the book on the table, no hanging around.
3. waiting for your time slot on the shooting wait list needs to be done outside in your
car, change over times are 5 minutes before the hour and half hour. Member will be
responsible to watch the clock.
4. pens get used and placed in tray to be sanitized after each use.
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RELAY CHANGE OVER: on the hour and half/hour
========================================
1. RANGE WILL BE HOT FROM 7PM
2. Range will operate on 30 minute relays
5 minutes setup & cleanup, 20 minutes shooting, 5 minutes changeover
3. there will be sanitizer spray and paper towel to wipe down your port area both
BEFORE & AFTER shooting, don’t forget the target crank handle.
4. There will be 4 shooters allowed at a time using only the even numbered ports
targets to be kept all the way down unless you ask permission from the RSO
5. Enter the readyroom and go toward the right between the tables and wall at 5
minutes of the hour or 25 minutes after the hour keep your gear on floor with you
6. Sign in the normal shooters log book which will be on the readyroom table
7. As one shooter exits from the range one shooter from the next relay may enter
8. Exiting shooters go around the tables and place gear on floor in the area of the
refrigerator, wash up grab gear and leave

